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Turning a
New Page

An outdated 1920s
residence on Nantucket
receives an overhaul that complements
its stunning waterfront location.

In order to make the most of a tight building
envelope, architect Matthew MacEachern
rotated the entire house five degrees,
enabling him to build two extensions on
each side of the original residence. The
project also included adding a new pool and
terrace between the main house and the
pool house.
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inding a design team that relishes a challenge is always important—but
especially so when the job in question is a historic waterfront renovation
and expansion on Nantucket, which boasts a notoriously rigid building
code. Lucky for the buyers of this outdated 1920s residence, architect

CLOCKWISE FROM LEFT: MacEachern

and interior designer Elizabeth Dunne
Marcoulier collaborated on the interior
floor plan, creating an airy space
that allows for expansive views of the
coastline and harbor. A new floating
staircase constructed of wood and
glass is positioned in a nook off the
living area. The space also features
a sectional and console from B&B
Italia, a custom cocktail table, and a
window bench from Minotti.

Matthew MacEachern of the local firm Emeritus
had already begun potential renovation plans as
one of the listing broker’s selling points. “This was
a complicated property,” says MacEachern, siting
the home’s historic nature, its proximity to the
coastal bank, and the uneven topography. “We had a
tight building envelope to work with because of the
required zoning setbacks.”
In order to make the most of the site, MacEachern rotated the entire home five degrees, “better
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capturing the water views and pulling the house
a bit farther from the coastal bank,” he says. As a
result, MacEachern was able to add square footage
to either side of the original structure, as well as
build a 400-square-foot guesthouse. To maximize
the living space even further, the architect devised
a plan to relocate the garage—which had been integrated into the original structure—to underneath
the guesthouse, where it wouldn’t count toward the
allowable ground cover and could be connected to
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RIGHT: A pair of Minotti chairs

with pillows upholstered in Loro
Piana fabric sit on the covered
porch; in the background is a
circular dining pavilion requested
by the homeowner. BELOW: The
kitchen features a smoked-oak
island, a Neolith backsplash and
countertops, a stainless-steel hood,
and Holly Hunt barstools. FACING
PAGE: The adjacent dining area
includes a custom dining table
and banquette, chairs from Mark
Albrecht Studio for Holly Hunt, and
a light fixture from Hector Finch.

“ THE CLIENTS
WANTED THIS
HOUSE TO
BE MORE
CONTEMPORARY
THAN TYPICAL
NANTUCKET.”
—Architect and designer
Elizabeth Dunne Marcoulier
the basement and main house. Now, one can walk
from the guesthouse to the 9,000-square-foot,
eight-bedroom main house by way of a tunnel
under the new pool area.
Masquerading as much new construction
as possible was critical to the project’s success.
“The Historic District Commission was a major
factor,” explains MacEachern. “The residence is
visible from the harbor, so we were required to
maintain the architectural characteristics of both
the front and rear facades. Our solution was to
flank the central historic structure with two additions, making it feel like those pieces could have
been added over time.”
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RIGHT: In a guest room, a light
fixture from Arteriors and a
photograph by Michael Gaillard
hang above a Room & Board bed.

With planning and structural approvals out
of the way, attention turned to the interiors,
led by architect and designer Elizabeth Dunne
Marcoulier. She and MacEachern collaborated on
the floor plan, opening it up as much as possible
to capitalize on the views. “This house needed to
be all about the water, the amazing sunsets, and
indoor/outdoor living,” says Dunne Marcoulier, who had worked on the family’s primary
residence in Boston many years ago while at Dell
Mitchell Architects but never actually met
the couple.
Thanks to a mutual friend who recommended
Dunne Marcoulier to the couple, the three were
given a second chance to connect, and they hit it
off right away. “The clients wanted this house to
be more contemporary than typical Nantucket,
which surprised me because my first impression,
based on their main residence, was that they were
very traditional,” says Dunne Marcoulier.
“I soon realized this wasn’t the case, and now
we’re actually redoing their primary residence to
better reflect their fresh thinking.”
To encourage an unfussy, relaxed atmosphere,

FACING PAGE, TOP TO BOTTOM:

Artwork by Miya Ando hangs above
a custom bed and upholstered
headboard wall in the primary
bedroom; the pendant lights
are from RH and the rug is from
Merida. A pair of custom vanities
and mirrors flank a freestanding
shower in the primary bath.

Dunne Marcoulier landed on a clean palette of
mostly white, warmed up by textural fabrics, stone,
shiplap, and oak accents. A mix of custom and
contemporary furnishings complements the minimalist interior architecture. “There’s a bit of that
California aesthetic, as well as European,” says
Dunne Marcoulier. “It relates to Nantucket, but you
feel like you could be on a yacht in Europe.”
EDITOR’S NOTE: For details, see Resources.

ARCHITECTURE:
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One of the main mandates
for the project was indoor/
outdoor living, so a substantial
covered porch with plenty of
seating was a must. A pair of
Minotti sectionals form two
separate sitting areas perfect
for taking in the views.
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